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118 km Optical Cloudbounce – Hobart to Coles Bay 
 

By Rex Moncur VK7MO and Justin Giles-Clark VK7TW 

 

On 8 September 2008, Rex, VK7MO, and Justin, VK7TW, conducted optical 
cloudbounce tests on a 118 km non-line-of-sight path and copied JT65a signals at a 
peak of -9 dB on the WSJT scale (ie in a equivalent noise bandwidth of 2.5 kHz). This 
is almost twice our previous best distance of 66 km. The tests which are reported on 
in detail below comprised: 
 

• Measuring signal to noise ratio for a 60 LED Luxeon transmitter in a 
bandwidth of 20 mHz which peaked at 40 dB. 

• Transmitting a JT65a message which peaked at -9 dB on the WSJT scale 

• Comparing signal to noise ratios between Red and Royal Blue, 4 LED Luxeon 
transmitters at bandwidths of 20 mHz and 2 mHz.  The Signal to Noise ratio 
on Red light peaked at 20 dB in 2 mHz bandwidth while the Royal Blue was 
barely detectable – indicating that Red light is to be preferred. 

 
The signal to noise ratio for these tests on Red light are the same as for the previous 
test to Triabunna over a 66 km path despite the longer distance.  The improvement in 
performance can be put down to the use of a Large Area Avalanche Photo Diode in 
place of the previous 35 photo diode array. From comparative tests at 27 km this 
improvement was estimated at only 10 to 15 dB which is somewhat less than the 20 
dB that is calculated for the extra distance. The difference might be explained by the 
narrow beamwidth of the APD receiver being more suited to longer distance. 
 
118 km Path from VK7MO’s QTH to Coles Bay 
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The transmitters were located at VK7MO’s QTH which is 310 metres above sea level 
and has a good takeoff across the Derwent river to 350 metre Hills on the other side of 
the river.  Around the centre of the path there is high ground reaching 360 meters.  
The receiver was located at the Coles Bay end just a few meters above sea level at the 
waters edge – it had a clear take-off for around 30 km over water. 
 
Measuring Optical and Electrical Signals 
 
As light detectors such as APDs, photodiodes and photomultiplier tubes produce a 
current proportional to light intensity the power output (I2*R) increases as the square 
of the current or intensity.  In order to differentiate between dB figures in optical or 
electrical terms we use the subscript dBo for optical and dBe for electrical as 
measured by our receiver. One can convert between the two based on: 
 
dBe = 2*dBo 
 
Expected Losses for Path Increase 
 
Paul, VK7ZAS, has estimated that path losses under similar conditions with the cloud 
cover wider than the beamwidth should vary as a function of inverse square law plus 
additional extinction losses which as a rule of thumb for clear air are 0.1 dBo per km 
for red light and 0.2 dBo per km for blue light. He notes that these are conservative 
figures that could be a little less in exceptionally clear conditions. 
 
On this basis the optical signal in going from 66 km to 118 km should be reduced by: 
 

• Inverse Square Law: 20*LOG10(118/66) dBo 

• Red Extinction Losses: by 0.1*(118-66) dBo 
 
In electrical term the dBe figures will increase by a factor of two to: 
 

• Inverse Square Law: 2*20*LOG10(118/66) = 10.1 dBe 

• Red Extinction Losses: by 2*0.1*(118-66) = 10.4 dBe 
 
This gives an expected overall additional electrical loss as measured by our receiver 
in going from 66 km to 118 km of 20.4 dBe.   
 
Results 
 
In order to establish if propagation was present we first set up the 60 Luxeon array to 
receive a tone with the receiver set to 20 mHz bandwidth. Signals were to our surprise 
immediately present at levels approaching 40 dBe signal to noise ratio as shown 
below: 
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Signal to Noise Ratio in 20 mHz Bandwidth with 60 Luxeon Array
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Given the strong signals we decided to discontinue the tone tests and attempt WSJT 
with JT65a mode.  Again signals were extremely strong with the following results: 
 
Time     Sync   dBe  Dt      Df  W 

113800 17  -10  0.3    0  3 *      VK7TW VK7MO QE37          1   0  
114000 21   -9  0.3    0  3 *      VK7TW VK7MO QE37          1   0  
114200 17   -9  0.4    0  3 *      VK7TW VK7MO QE37          1   0  
 
Signal levels of -10 and -9 dBe on JT65a have around 18 dBe to spare. They are in 
fact similar to the best signal of -10 dBe we achieved over the 66 km path with the 35 
photo-diode receiver.  Thus we appear to have picked up around the expected 
additional 20e dB additional propagation loss in going from the 35 photo diode 
receiver to the Large Area Avalanche Photo Diode.  This improvement is a well 
above the 10 to 15 dB we estimated from short range comparative tests.  One possible 
explanation is that at short range the 35 photo-diode array benefits from its wider 
beamwidth where-as at long range the signal can only come from a very narrow range 
of angles in the vertical dimension due to the small angular gap between the hills and 
the clouds.   Perhaps the extinction losses are a little less than the rule of thumb or 
perhaps there are other factors such as different conditions or scatter angles. Still 
overall the results are 5 to 10 dBe better than was expected and thus very 
encouraging. 
 
For the red and blue light tests we used smaller 4 x Luxeon LED transmitters with the 
current set to maximum specified of 2.2 amps peak on the Red and 1 amp peak the 
Blue which gives around the same optical output. For this test the modulation was set 
at 819 Hz on the Blue and 824 Hz on the Red so we could compare both directly on 
Spectrum Lab. Initially we used a bandwidth of 20 mHz and later 2 mHz in an 
attempt to detect the blue signal. 
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Signal Noise Ratios on Red and Blue with 4 Luxeons
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It is seen from the red data that signal levels were dropping during the test.  The 
bandwidth was reduced from 20 mHz to 2 mHz at about 22:55 and the signal to noise 
ratio on red improved by around 10 dBe as would be expected.  The blue signal barely 
changed indicating it is being swamped by the noise.  This is the problem of 
measuring low signal to noise ratios when the signal is actually signal plus noise.  We 
can see that the red is at least 12 dBe stronger than the blue but it is likely to be 
somewhat more than this due to the problem of measuring low signal to noise ratios 
on the Blue.  In practice the blue signal was barely evident so it is likely the red signal 
was 15 to 20 dBe stronger than the Blue.  This is a little less than the expected rule of 
thumb that extinction losses on Blue would be around 0.2 dBe/km worse than Red or 
24 dBe less for this path. 
 
Weather Conditions 

 
Both surface and upper air observations are available for Hobart airport (location as 
marked on the above chart) from the University of Wyoming Web site at: 
 
http://weather.uwyo.edu/ 
 
The tests were carried out from approximately 21:30 local to 22:00 local which is 
11:30 to 12:00 UTC as listed for the observations below: 
 
Surface Observations 
 
STN     TIME ALTM   TMP DEW RH  DIR SPD VIS  CLOUDS          Weather      

     DD/HHMM inHg   F   F   %   deg kt  mile                              

==== ======= ====== === === === === === ==== ======= ======= ============ 

YMHB 08/1300  30.30  43  36  76 220   6  6.2  FEW040  SCT050 

YMHB 08/1230  30.30  43  36  76 200   7  6.2  FEW040  SCT050 

YMHB 08/1200  30.30  43  36  76 190   7  6.2  SCT052 

YMHB 08/1130  30.30  43  36  76 210   6  6.2  FEW040  BKN055 

YMHB 08/1100  30.30  43  36  76 220   5  6.2  FEW040  BKN060 
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Upper Air Observations at 12:00 UTC 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   PRES   HGHT   TEMP   DWPT   RELH   MIXR   DRCT   SKNT   THTA   THTE   THTV 

    hPa     m      C      C      %    g/kg    deg   knot     K      K      K  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 1024.0     27    5.8    1.3     73   4.12    195      5  277.1  288.5  277.8 

 1016.0     89    6.4    2.2     75   4.43    197      8  278.3  290.6  279.0 

 1000.0    213    5.4    1.7     77   4.35    200     14  278.6  290.7  279.3 

  972.0    444    3.4    1.2     86   4.31    202     14  278.8  290.9  279.5 

  941.0    706    1.8   -3.2     69   3.22    204     14  279.8  289.0  280.3 

  925.0    844    0.6   -4.3     70   3.02    205     14  279.9  288.6  280.4 

  914.0    939   -0.2   -4.5     73   3.01    210     13  280.0  288.6  280.5 

  850.0   1515   -5.3   -5.7     97   2.95    245      7  280.6  289.1  281.1 

  826.0   1739   -6.8   -7.1     98   2.72    230     10  281.3  289.1  281.7 

  825.0   1749   -6.9   -7.2     98   2.71    229     10  281.3  289.1  281.8 

  815.0   1844   -6.1  -12.1     63   1.86    224     13  283.1  288.7  283.4 

  812.0   1873   -5.9  -16.9     42   1.26    223     13  283.6  287.5  283.9 

  809.0   1902   -4.3  -29.3     12   0.42    221     14  285.6  287.0  285.7 

  804.0   1951   -2.9  -46.9      2   0.07    218     15  287.6  287.9  287.6 

  786.0   2130   -2.7  -37.7      5   0.19    208     20  289.7  290.4  289.8 

  780.0   2191   -3.0  -38.7      4   0.17    205     21  290.0  290.6  290.1 

  735.0   2659   -5.3  -46.3      2   0.08    216     23  292.5  292.8  292.5 

  700.0   3040   -7.9  -49.9      2   0.06    225     24  293.7  293.9  293.7 

  686.0   3196   -8.9  -46.9      3   0.08    225     25  294.2  294.5  294.2 

 

It is seen that at the time of the tests the cloud was reported as FEW (1 to 2/8ths cloud 
cover) at 4000 feet with another layer of SCT (3 to 4/8ths) to BKN (5 to 7/8ths) at 
around 5200 feet.  Thus while there was not complete cloud cover it was relatively 
high at 1200 to 1700 metres and well above the intervening hills which rise to no 
more than about 360 meters. From previous tests over 27 km we have found that best 
signals do occur under such conditions (ie 50% to 75% cloud cover at least 4000 feet.  
So we assume these were good conditions for cloud bounce. 
 
Avalanche Photo Diode Receiver 

 

 
Left: 395 x 395 mm Fresnel Lens on 10 mm square APD receiver – Right: shows turnbuckle and 

wooden optical bench to allow fine adjustment of focus. The APD is located in the diecast metal 

box to give good electrical shielding and the whole assembly can be moved by virtue of a black 

plastic adjustable loud speaker port that ensures light can not enter.  Also shown on the left is a 

rifle siting scope which sis useful for alignment just above the horizon. 
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The receiver uses a “DLens” optical acrylic 395 x395 mm Fresnel Lens with a focal 
length of 330 mm.  Details are at: 
 
http://www.3dlens.com/largefresnellens.htm    see item #395a 
 
The detector is a 10 x10 mm square Avalanche Photo diode, Hamamatsu type S8664 -
1010. Full data is at: 
 
http://jp.hamamatsu.com/resources/products/ssd/pdf/s8664_series_kapd1012e04.pdf 

 
This APD is designed to cover the visible spectrum but has slightly better sensitivity 
for red light than blue as follows: 
 

• Red light 627 nm       20 Amps per watt 

• Royal Blue light at 455 nm  16 Amps per watt 
 
Thus the red light should be 10*LOG10(20/16) dBo stronger in optical terms and 
20*LOG10(20/16) = 1.9 dBe in electrical terms than blue light. 
 
The APD is biased with up to 400 volts using a low noise 12 volt DC to DC converter 
from “Systems Development Solutions”, type No APD12P401251RL(400V, 250µA).  
Refer Web site at: 
 
http://www.sdshv.com/sds-products/miniature-pcb-mountable.htm 
 
 
The receiver pre-amp circuit is at Attachment A and is based on the KA7OEI circuit 
at : 
 
http://modulatedlight.org/optical_comms/optical_rx1.html 
 
This is modified to include an active low frequency cut-off filter to filter out 50 Hz 
light signals before they overload the system and produce harmonics. The input 
circuit is modified to provide a 10 meg ohm resistor from the APD bias supply to the 
APD a 1000 pf coupling capacitor to the input of Q1 and a 10 meg ohm resistor to 
ground from the gate of Q1 to provide controlled leakage of the signal current. 
 
 
The key main issues in terms of receiver performance are: 
 

1. Using as large a Fresnel Lens as practicable so as to pick up as much light as 
possible. 

2. Using as large an APD as practicable so as to maximise the field for view and 
thus also pick up as much light as possible.  

3. Using as short a focal length Fresnel lens as practicable to maximise the field 
of view. 

4. Using a pre-amp that has a noise level well below the APDs internal noise 
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While it is possible to purchase larger Fresnel lenses the focal lengths increase and 
thus the Field of View reduces so that little is gained.  One possible improvement 
would be to use the shorter focal length version of the #A395a Fresnel lens available 
on the above URL as item #A395b but this has not yet been tried.  The APD that has 
been chosen is the largest we have found but is very expensive at around $1200 US. 
We would be grateful for advice on other sources of large area APDs. There is the 
possibility of using a smaller and less expensive APD in conjunction with a secondary 
lens to expand the field of view but this has not been tried.  The KA7OIE pre-amp 
ensures that pre-amp noise is at least 20 dB below the APD noise. 
 
The configuration we are using ensures that the external light is the main limitation 
when working in city areas but when away from city lights it is probable that APD 
noise is the limiting factor.  APD noise can be reduced by reducing the APD bias but 
we have not seen a noticeable benefit in doing so. 
 
On line of sight tests we have found that the focal length needs to be set to within 0.5 
cm for best performance and that the best focal length for Red light is around 1 cm 
closer to the lens than for Royal Blue light.  For our comparative tests we 
compromised half way between the best focal points for Red and Royal Blue.  The 
receiver includes a home made optical bench constructed of wood that allows focal 
length adjustment combined with a black plastic 110 mm diameter loudspeaker port 
(Jaycar part No CX-2684) that prevents the entry of stray light but allows free 
movement to adjust for focal length. 
 
 

60 LED Luxeon Transmitter 
 

 
60 Luxeon Array with torch type lenses 
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This unit is modulated with Square Waves using IRF1405 MOSFETS.  The same 
arrangement is used for the smaller 4 x Luxeon red and blue transmitters.  In both 
cases the Luxeons are beamed through small torch like lenses from L2 optics type 
L2OP005 that give a beamwidth of around 10 degrees and about 24 dBi gain. 
 
Conclusions 
 
While this was only a single test it does show that it is possible to achieve over a 100 
km using WSJT JT65a mode with cloudbounce and there is strong evidence that red 
light is to be preferred. The results are perhaps 5 to 10 dB better than we expected by 
extrapolating from those at 27 km – this may be due to the narrower beamwidth of the 
APD receiver compared to the wider beamwidth of the 35 diode array which can take 
advantage of energy from wider angles that apply at shorter distances. 
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Attachment A 
APD Receiver Circuit 

 

 
 
 


